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Insert current date in confluence template

' JWT 3.0 is out ' The application has been completely revised, and so was the documentation: Jira Workflow Toolbox (Server/Data Center) Home The page you are viewing is still valid for all versions of apps before 3.0. You can compose dynamic texts by entering field codes between the fixed parts of the text. These
field codes will be replaced with field values at the time of transition execution. Use the copied text post-function in a field to set a field (personal or virtual) with a text model where the field codes inserted (using the format %{xxxx}) will be replaced with field values at the time of transition execution. Often you use Copy
parsed text in a field in combination with post-functions Write field on related issues or sub-task, Update emission fields and Set a field as function of other fields. In these cases you select an ephemeral field ("Ephemeral string 1", "Ephemeral string 2", ... " string ephemeral 5") as a target field in a post-function field Copy
text parso, in order to temporarily hold the result text once parsed. Then you can use the post-function writing field on related or sub-task problems or update emission fields to write it in other issues fields (e.g., related issues, transitively linked problems, sub-tasks, simplifying sub-tasks, or any problem returned by a JQL
query). Also post-function Set a field as function of other fields can be used to write the parsed text conditionally according to simple or complex setting rules that depend on the value of other fields 'copy parsed text in a post-function field is executed, field codes (oando format {%xxxxx}) inserted in the text model is
replaced with the values of the current fields. we want a dynamic composition of a text that will be added as a comment when the problem is closed. use of the post-function copy text parsed in a field that we store in the auxiliary field "ephemeral number 1" the result of analyzing the text model we hate to compose the
comment. the text to be analyzed in this example is: "the problem has been closed on " + {%00057} + " by " + {%00021} + ", and it has remained " + {00057} - {00009}) / {day}) + "days open". Once the transition is configured, it seems like this: more information about this example from version 2.1.19 you have available a
virtual field called a new comment. you can use it to insert a new comment using the parsed post-function copy text in a field simply by selecting it as the target field. from version 2.2.1 post-function add a comment contains a text box in which the text can be composed directly (using the basic mode of parsing.) from this
version ofplugin, the approach of 2 steps explained in this example only makes sense when you need to compose a text using advanced parsing mode. macros of page properties and page properties reports are perhaps the most useful and subused macros of the atlasing confluence. This blog explains the advantages
of using the two macros and walks through how to set them. confluence spaces are set – check. you structured your page trees – check. only key stakeholders can view sensitive information through spatial permissions and page restrictions – check. the information that once were in silos are now available for the right
people – check. the days when employees searched for key information in email and google drive are over. the office is buzzing with excitement about how easy it is to collaborate and how great it is to have a single place for all business information. users update content and create new content every day, if not timely.
the adoption of confluence is an organizational success. but then it happens...“ how can I see all the information of my projects in one place, at a glance?” “When I look for the ‘Project ABC’ status I get over 20 results, and I can’t find the right page!” “What term for the project is the first?” the joy of collaboration has
vanished and instead appears frustration, restlessness and defeat. introduce page properties and page properties report macros. these two macros are perhaps the most useful and subused macros inThey seem and seem complex, but actually – they are not. These are the macros you see in a lot of projects such as
product requirement and project decisions. They allow you to take any content and view it on another page. A user of influence experience might think: “Wait, how is this different from Excerpt and Excerpt Include macro?” The Excerpt macro is in fact part of a page and allows you to view it in another page with the
Excerpt Inclusive, which is similar to what the page properties and page properties report macros. These last two macros, however, can take a little further and provide an organized index for users to quickly find information. To use these macros you need to create a page first with a table on it. In the left column of your
table, enter the items you want to insert in the index page. Try to use only the most important information that synthesizes the content of the page. The table on the input page should look like this: You also need to include a label on the page to match the label in the output macro (the page properties report the macro).
Within macro parameters you can choose an ID for the page property report to recognize the data. Although this is an option, we strongly recommend using it. You can also use this macro to hide information from users who view the page by ticking the check box next to “Hidden”. Page Properties Report macro can then
be placed on another pagethe correct label to retrieve information from the macro Properties page in the input page (the page we created above). The resulting table should look like this: As you can see from the screenshot above, the page title is automatically populated in the index, so you do not need to include the
page title in your page property table. You can further extend this macro by entering macros within this macro. A powerful example of this is the state macro that allows you to have a better look than the one shown above. You can also tag users, like any other page at Confluence, using the @ symbol and adding their
name to attract their attention to the page you created. You can insert almost all macros you want within the macro Page Properties to display on the index page. However, as a word of caution, do not insert macros that make a lot of information. Otherwise, the macro of Page Properties Report will begin to clutter as the
image below: In the previous example, we inserted the macro Page Tree that gives an index of pages in a space. As you can see, the result is less than ideal. When you start creating a page by clicking ... (on the server) or “+” (on the cloud), you will notice a list of valuable out-of-the-box models that Atlassian provides.
Confluence has a lot of projects and models that are useful. These include models such as meeting notes, How-to article, project plan,product requirements to name only a few. to learn more about the difference between designs and models here. Many of these models already contain the macro property of the page
and create an index page with the macro of page properties report. However, each team is different. If you find users who create the same pages over and over again, it is a good idea to create a template or model for them. If you can't find what you're looking for in the out-of-the-box list, you can create your own. Once
you start creating a page and realize the model you need is not available, there is an option to “add or customize projects for a selected space”. if you click on this option you will be taken to the contained tools section of the space administration in any space you find. here, you will see a list of all confluence bluprints out
of the box that are offered and display any model that a potential add-on has given you. on this page you can edit or promote these projects as you see fit. another option on this page is to "create a new model." This is slightly different from creating a project. projects require more development efforts, but also more
possibilities for customization. you can read more about creating your own blueprint here. Alternatively, you might find it easier to oate a third party plugin like blueprint creator to create projects. once you decide to create a new model, you should consider using the pagemacro if you think you will use this model more
than a couple of times. By entering a table on the page and surrounding it with the macro Properties of the page, all user pages that are created by this model will have the aggregated information where the corresponding macro of Page Properties Report is. To take a further step, you can insert variables in the table that
is located in the macro Page Properties Report. The variables create a field similar to a module that users fill with information. This keeps everything clear and easy for users while entering the information in the model. The information you need in the corresponding macro of Page Properties Report will be impossible to
lose if it is added as variables. Models allow all project managers to use the same customised corporate page to plan projects and keep all information in one place. With customization of a model or model, it will help reduce the risk of human error (to insert information) and maintain clean information, as well as easily
available. From a project management perspective, Andrew Maker uses these macros widely and details how to make your first Confluence Project Management Dashboard in this article by the Atlas community. Models allow HR teams to have pages for each employee to maintain important information for each
employee on a page. Another case of using templates with macros Page Properties is keeping a list of all business departments in oneYou could quickly find who is responsible for each department and who you would need to get in touch with if you need to talk to someone in that department. In this case, a Confluence
model acts as an internal directory. A final example could be a sales team that has a page for each potential customer. They can use a template with the macro Page Properties that surrounds customer information and see a clean list of all their customers and potential customers on a page. The sales team could use the
macro Status within the macro Page Properties to quickly see if the customer is a lead or current customer. The power of Page Properties and macros of Page Properties Report provides an infinite flow of cases and possibility of use for your team. Models increase this power by reducing human work and keeping things
simplified and concise. Do you want more Confluence Macro Tips? Be sure to read, “How to use Basic Confluence Macros in an advanced way” or contact us to learn about our Atlas Training Solutions. solutions.
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